Smiles
that last longer

Maintain results with our state-of-the-art
RISIO removable retainer.
RISIO, our new cutting-edge
teeth retention solution
provides you with an easy and
comfortable way to maintain
your teeth straightening
treatment results.
RISIO retainers are durable,
comfortable and virtually
invisible. They are removable,
giving you a more flexible
approach to your usage program.
RISIO is specifically engineered
for your mouth by our leading
orthodontic laboratories and is
accompanied by a personalised
treatment plan supplied by your
dentist which adjusts to your
needs and tells you when and for
how long you need to use your
retainers.

The importance
of retainers
Every teeth alignment procedure
is incomplete without the follow
up of retainers. Retainers prevent
teeth from slowly moving back to
their original place.
Traditionally, the only option was
metal retainers which are fixed to
the back of the teeth.

Now plastic retainers offer
another removable option which
is becoming increasingly popular.
We have developed RISIO as a
discreet and comfortable way of
keeping your teeth in place and
maintain the fantastic results
achieved by teeth alignment
treatment.
RISIO retainers are comfortable,
virtually invisible and entirely
custom-made to your teeth.
Instead of being worn 24/7
like traditional metal retainers,
depending on your usage
programme, you will have a lot
more flexibility on when you
wear them as you have the ability
to remove and replace.

Where is RISIO
manufactured?
RISO is manufactured by
the UK’s leading dental
manufacturing group, ALS
Dental. We ensure the utmost
care is taken when designing
every retainer. Using the most
advanced equipment on the
market, accuracy and a perfect
finishing trim on every retainer is
guaranteed.
RISIO uses the most
sophisticated dental materials
on the market for the ultimate
comfort.

Why choose RISIO?
1
Highest quality,
professional
grade material

4
Virtually invisible,
removable and
comfortable

2
Custom made
to fit your mouth
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Stylish and useful
retainer case

3
Resistant
to breakage

6
Stain repellent
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FAQs
Can RISIO retainers
move teeth or close gaps?
No. RISIO retainers are strictly
a post-orthodontic device for
teeth that have already been
treated. They’re not designed
to actively move teeth, and so
can’t be used as a replacement
for braces or aligner trays.
How do I take care
of my RISIO retainers?
Cleaning your retainers after
every use removes bacteria and
calcium deposits. A soft bristle
toothbrush and clean water
combined with a specially
designed dental soak are
important for its upkeep. RISIO
retainers need to be cleaned
separately from your teeth.
Professional cleaning is also
available.
How long do I need to
wear my RISIO retainer?
Your detailed treatment plan
is adapted to your particular
needs. Your dentist will provide
you with clear easy to follow
instructions as for when and
how long your retainers need
to be worn. It is normally highly
recommended to wear your
retainers every night.
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Do I need to wear
my retainers forever?
In order to maintain
results achieved by teeth
straightening, you will have to
keep up maintenance for the
rest of your life. However, as
time goes by, you’ll be required
to wear it less; sometimes just a
few times a week.
Can my retainers be adjusted?
Absolutely! If you think
something is wrong, contact
your dentist and they will be
able to arrange adjustments.
RISIO is designed to enhance
your comfort.

If you know RISIO is for you,
speak to your dentist about
your new RISIO retainers today
or contact us below to find out
more.
T: 0191 565 2788
E: risio@als-dental.com
W: als-dental.com/products/risio/

